Arrest Update: Uptown Armed Robberies

On Monday, April 9, 2018, NOPD detectives arrested three individuals who they believe are responsible for at least 13 armed robberies committed throughout the City. Of these crimes, two directly affected our community and our students – an armed robbery of one staff member on Saturday March 31, 2018 in the 1000 block of Bordeaux and another armed robbery of four students on Friday April 6, 2018 at the intersection of Freret and Joseph.

Based on information developed through investigation NOPD detectives located a vehicle matching the one used in several of the reported incidents. Working with area law enforcement partners, NOPD arrested James Warrick, Roy Cross, and a juvenile suspect. During the arrest several items of evidence connected to the reported crimes were recovered.

This investigation remains ongoing and anyone with information related to these incidents is asked to contact the New Orleans Police Department.

Additional information related to these arrests can be found here:
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